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AN ITERATIVE SOLUTION 

TO THE APPROXIMATION PROBLEM OF NETWORK SYNTHESIS 

INTRODUCTION 

A survey of engineering theses for the degree of Master of 

Science at this university indicates that, in the majority of cases, a 

device has been tested in the laboratory. The device may have been 

designed and constructed by the worker before testing. In a thesis of 

this type it is quite usual to set up a mathematical model of the device 

and compare theoretical calculations with experimental findings. 

In a minority of engineering theses the solution to a problem is 

attempted using the tools of mathematics. This type is usually called 

a theoretical thesis because for some reason nothing is verified in the 

laboratory. The work to follow is more closely related to the second 

classification than the first. A problem that occurs in network syn

thesis is solved using a technique of numerical analysis. 

In spite of the fact that an engineering problem has been solved 

without an experimental verification of the results . in the laboratory, 

it will be found that the engineering philosophy has been followed 

throughout. Engineering philosophy is, perhaps, a rather nebulous 

term. In this work it means the identification of the problem, the 

consideration of alternatives for solving the problem, and the logical 

selection and application of the best solution to the problem. The 

meaning of the phrase "best solution" will be considered in more 
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detail later. 

It wou ld s eem logical and correct to develop the work according 

to these thr e e principal parts of the engineering philosophy. In addi

tion, it wou ld seem to be helpful to include a fourth part which consi

ders those u n answered questions which h ave developed as a result of 

the inv estigation. 
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PART I 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The identification of the approximation problem of network syn

thesis is not at all difficult. In fact this particular problem has been 

postu l a ted for some time. 

The definition of passive network synthesis may best be stated by 

quoting a paragraph from Guillemin' s well known text_ (7, p. 73). 

"In network theory we are concerned with three things: an exci

tation, a response, and a network. When any two of these are given, 

the third can be found. If the network is one of the two given things, 

then we speak of the problem as one involving network analysis. When 

the network is the unknown quantity the process of solution is commonly 

called network synthesis. " 

1. Basic Considerations 

The term pass ive network synthesis identifies that area of net

work synthesis which de a ls with linear , lumped, finite, bilateral and 

passive circuit elements (LLFBP). The circuit may be any combina

tion of resistance, capacitance, or inductance. It has been useful to 

divide the work into two classifications. These classifications are 

called the realization problem and the approximation problem of 
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r:etwork synthesis. From the previously stated definition of network 

synthesis a network is to be designed when the excitation and desired 

response are given. The approximation problem arises because it is 

usually necessary to approximate the ideal response and excitation 

characteristics. The approximation is necessary because it is usually 

impossible to physically construct an LLFBP network with the exact 

characteristics specified. For example, it would be very nice if a 

LLFBP network could be designed which passed all frequencies below 

some v.b without attenuation and had infinite attenuation above w 0 (An 

ideal low pass filter). From previous work with filters one might 

correctly suspect that such a LLFBP filter is impossible to build. 

That is, the specifications are not realizable with LLFBP limitations. 

It can be and has been shown that the mathematical representation of 

the response of a realizable network must have a fairly restricted 

form and must also have other characteristics ( 7, p 1 - 40). 

Thus the 2.pproximation problem is concerned with obtaining a 

realiz:::.ble mathematical expression for the excitation and respcnse of 

a network. The excitation and response may originally be given as 

graphical Lmctions of either frequency or time. The work in this 

thesis considers the problem only in the frequency domain. In this 

ca.se the excitation is 2.ssumed to be a constant and only the response 

characteristic is approximated. The ideal response characteristic 

need not be expressed as a graphical function but may also be 
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expressed as some mathematical function which does not meet the 

realizability requirements. In a sense the approximation problem is ;;,._ 

very special type of curve fitting. 

The other problem of network synthesis, the realization problem, 

is thus concerned with the operations necessary to obtain a network 

from the function which approximates an ideal response. Although this 

thesis is concerned with the solution of the approximation problem, it 

will be necessary to recognize the difficulties associated with the re2..li~· 

zation problem so that they may be minimized by appropriately con

straining the approximation function. 

2. General Requirements for Realizable Driving Point and Transfer 

Impedances 

It was stated in the previous section that realizable driving point 

and transfer impedances must be represented by mathematical func

tions which have a special form along with other characteristics. The 

realizability requirements will be presented without proof. Refc:rence 

7 is a good source of such proofs. 

It has been found useful to define certain impedances with 

respect to networks. Figure I shows a two port network with appro

priate voltages and currents necessary to establish such definitions. 
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THE RELATIONSHIPS OF VOLTAGE AND CURRENT FOR TWOPOR-=' 
DRIVING POINT AND TRANSFER IMPEDANCES 

For LLFBP networks the following definitions have been found 

helpful: 

(l) 

I = 02 

( 2) 

I - 01 

El 
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2 --- (4)
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I 2 = o 
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The first two equations define open circuit driving point impe

dances and the second two equations define open circuit transfer impe-· 

dances. From the defining equations 1, 2, 3,4 it is possible to write a 

set of simultaneous equations for the two port LLFBP network of 

Figure 1. 

(5) 

This relationship may also be expressed in the matrix form: 

Z IE 
12 11 

(6)= zE 
222 

Or it may also be expressed in the more compact form: 

[E)= (Z] [I] ( 7) 

The significant feature of equation 6 is that the external conditions of 

the two port LLFBP network may be completely established by no 

more than the four basic impedances of equations 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

Actually only three basic impedances are needed since it has been 

shown that for LLFBP two port networks: 

(8) 
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The result of Equation 7 is not the only way that the characteris

tics of external terminals may be represented. Alternate perameters 

may be established and some are more convenient to use in alternate 

situations. Because much of the literature is written in terms of the 

impedance perameters, it has been found expedient to continue along 

this line. 

It might also be mentioned that the representation of equation 7 

is not limited to two ports but may represent n-ports with no more 

than n 2 impedances needed. 

It is a well known fact that a realizable LLFBP driving point or 

transfer impedance must have the following form: 

K(s- s )(s- s )(s- s 3)(s - s 3). · · ..1 1
Z( s) = ( 9) 

(s- sz)(s- sz)(s- s4)(s- s4)· .... 

In equation 9 the constants s 1 , s 2 , s3' s 4 , ... and their conju

gates s ,s ,s ,s , ... are complex numbers whose real and imaginary
1 2 3 4 

parts are: 

s = o- + jw ( 10)
1 1 1 

It has been found helpful to graphically show some of the charac

teristics of equation 9 by establishing a complex plane in o- and w. In 

network synthesis this is c·alled a complex frequency plane in the com

plex frequency variable s. 

s = o- + jw (11) 
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The critical points in the numerator and denominator of equa

tion 9 are called zeros and poles respectively, It is easily seen that, 

for a dr i ving point impedance, the difference between the number of 

poles and zeros cannot exceed unity since any such function that 

exists must behave like a res i stance, capacitance or inductance as s 

approaches infinity. 

Alternate equ i valent forms of equation 9 exist. An expanded 

form is shown in equation 12. 
2 3 

A + A s + A s + A s ... 
0 1 2 3

Z (s) = (12)
2 3 

B +B s+B s +B s ... 
0 1 2 3 

The partial fraction expans i on of equation 9 for an LC network is 

given in equation 13. 

ko 
Z (s) = + 

s 
(13) 

There are additional requirements on the impedance forms of equa

tions 9, 12, or 13 if they are to be realizable driving point imped

ance s. Guillemin calls these the ABC 1 s of positive real (realizable 

driving point) functions (7, p. 15 ). 

"A rational function which is real for real ,values of s is a 

P.R. (positive real) function if: 

A. It is analytic in the right half plane. 

B. Its real part is non-negative on the j-axis. 
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C. Any j -axis poles are simple and have positive real 

residues. 

The above statement infers in its introduction that a realizable 

driving point function must, in addition to satisfying the ABC condi

tions, also be real for real values of s. This is equivalent to the re

quirement that the coefficients of equation 12 all be positive and real. 

The requirements for a realizable transfer impedance are sim

ilar to those for the driving point impedance but differ in certain 

important respects. The forms of equations 9, 12, and 13 still are 

valid although the ABC requirements and the statement concerning the 

difference between the number of poles and zeros no longer apply. 

For a transfer impedance the order of the denominator polyno

mial may exceed that of the numerator polynomial by more than unity. 

As in the case for the driving point impedance, poles are restricted to 

the left half plane or the j -axis. If any j -axis poles do exist they must 

be simple and have positive real residues. The zeros of the transfer 

impedance are less restricted however. The zeros may have any 

multiplicity and may lie anywhere in the complex plane (7, p. 38). 

3, The Relationship Between Driving Point and Transfer Impedances 

for the Same LLFBP Network 

The previous statements concerning driving point and transfer 

impedances for LLFBP networks consider each impedance separately. 
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However, the two impedances for a realizable situation are not inde

pendent. There are three relationships which must exist for total 

realizability. 

The first may be stated as follows: Either or both of the driving 

point impedances of a two port network can have poles where the other 

driving point impedance or transfer impedance does not have a pole. 

However, all poles of the transfer impedance must also appear as 

poles in both driving point impedances zll and z22 (7' p. 58). It is 

thus apparent that a good approximating process should be constrained 

to satisfy this requirement. 

Second, there is a constraint on the real part of the transfer 

impedance. This is given m equation 14. 

r r ;;:o (14)
11 22 

Since the real parts of both P.R. driving point impedances are known 

to be positive for all imaginary values of s (along the j-axis), it is 

apparent that r is not required to be positive. This requirement is
12 

analogous to requirement B of the ABC conditions for driving point 

impedances. 

Third, if any j-axis poles do exist, a residue relationship be

tween these poles and their driving point counterparts must be satis

fied. This condition is given in equation 15 and is analogous to 

requirement C of the ABC conditions. 
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2
k k - k > 0 (15) 

11 22 12 / 

Where the residue k must be real but not necessarily positive.
12 

4. Discussion of the Term ''Best" Network 

It is a well known fact that if a system of impedances is synthe

sizable, there are an infinite number of different networks which may 

be synthesized. A number of different realization procedures have 

been developed which, when applied to an appropriate set of impe

dances, usually produce electrically equivalent networks. The trick is 

to choose the proper procedure and use it in the "best" way. It is very 

difficult if not impossible to state in general what exactly is meant by 

"best". That is, what is best in one situation may not at all be ''best" 

in another situation. The synthesizer might want to minimize the 

number of circuit elements, the weight, the volume, or the cost, or 

some combination of these factors. Experience in the solution of a 

large number of such problems indicates that usually there is a ten

dency for the "best" solution to be reached if the number of circuit 

elements is kept low. 

Experience has also indicated that, for a given realization pro

cedure, fewer elements are required for low order impedance functions 

than for high order functions. In view of this tendency, it would seem 

helpful if the approximation process could be constrained so that the 
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resulting function were of as low an order as possible while still satis" 

fying the approximation tolerances. 

In fact, it would be very nice if the approximation process could, 

in addition, be constrained to satisfy both the approximation tolerances 

and the realizability requirements. The next section discusses the 

existing approximation processes and the ability of these processes to 

satisfy the above requirements. 
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PART 2 

EXISTING METHODS OF SOLVING THE APPROXIMATION PROBLEM 

This section considers those well known methods for solving the 

approximation problem of network synthesis when the ideal response 

has a general form. That is, solutions for special forms such as the 

brick wall approximation by the Tschebyscheff method are not consi

de red. 

1. Point Coincident Polynomial Method 

An obvious method of obtaining an approximating function is to 

write the function in terms of its unknown coefficients and forcing the 

function to fit the ideal response at a number of points (10). For 

example, in the case of the approximation of a magnitude response the 

form of equation 9 reduces to that shown in equation 16. 

2 AO + A2w2 + A4 + ; ... A2n w2n 
/ Z(w) I = ( 16) 

BO + B2w2 + B 4 + .... B2n w2n 

2
Since I Z(w) 1 is assumed to be known at an arbitrary number of fre

quencie s, a set of linear equations may be written. Each equation is 

written at a different frequency. For a solvable system the number of 

equations equals, of course, the number of unknown coefficients. 

There are a number of very serious and obvious difficulties 
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associated with this method. First, the behavior of the approximation 

at the frequencies between those for which the function is forced to fit 

the ideal response is usually quite bad. That is, it is common for a 

real root to occur in either the numerator or denominator of equation 

16. In the former case the approximation has a zero and in the later 

case a pole on the j -axis. The presence of a single order zero in the 

numerator or denominator polynomial requires that equation 16 be 

negative for some w. Since equation 16 is obtained by taking the abso

lute value of equation 9, it cannot be negative. The process of solving 

the system of linear equations, thus, does not in any way insure a non

negative result. This method would then seem to be very seriously 

limited by this difficulty. 

Third, there is no way to control the locations of poles and 

zeros. They may easily fall in the right half plane to produce an 

unrealizable approximation. It was mentioned in Part 1 that for multi

port synthesis all transfer impedance poles must also appear as poles 

in the driving point impedances. Because the method of point coinci

dent polynomials cannot control pole locations, it would be nearly 

impossible to meet this condition. 

2. Fourier Series Method 

In this method, the entire frequency range is transformed accord

ing to equation 17 (10). The reasons for the selection of this particular 

transformation will soon become clear. 
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e :: 2 tan 
-1 

w (l 7) 

The ideal impedance response (say its magnitude) is now approx

imated by a Fourier cosine series in 8. 

1 Z(8) 1 :: A + A cos 8 + A cos 28 + .... ( 18)
0 1 2 

The unknown coefficients of equation 18 can be evaluated in the normal 

way. 

( 19) 

cos (8) :: 2 cos 
2 [~]- 1 (20) 

If the transformation of equation 17 and the trigonometric identities of 

equations 19 and 20 are combined, the result is given in equation 21. 

22 1 - w 
cos 9 :: --- -1 = (21)

21 + w-2 1 + w 

To determine the second term of the series, cos 29: 

2
1 - tan 8 

::cos 29 (22) 
1 + tan2 9 

2 tan[I] 2wtan 8 :: :: ( 23)
21 - w1 - tan2[;J 
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1  [ 2ww2J 2 2 2(1 - w ) - 4 w 
Or: cos 29 = = ( 24) 

(1 + w2)
1 + [ 2ww2J 

2 

The determination of higher ordered terms of equation 18 would 

only indicate that cos(n9) contains (1 + w 2)n as its denominator. This 

fact allows (1 + w 2)n to be taken as the common denominator of each 

term of equation 18 and allows an equivalent series with this common 

denominator to be written. This series is given in equation 25. 

2 B 2n
B O + B w+ B w + . . . . n w

1 2 2
IZ~)I =------------2-n---------- (2 5) 

(1 + w ) 

B 0 , B 1 , B 2 . · · may be computed from A , A , A , ... of equation 18.
0 1 2 

The pole characteristics of equation 25 are quite simple and 

obvious. A pole of order n occurs at w = ±j 1 every time this method is 

used. This fact insures that the resulting approximation will not be 

unrealizable on the basis of pole location requirements. If the Fourier 

series method is used for the approximation of both driving point and 

transfer impedances, the requirement that transfer impedance poles be 

included in all driving point impedances is thus automatically satisfied 

as long as all the driving point approximations have a denominator 

order that is equal to or greater than the transfer approximation 
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denominator order. 

The fact that the transformation of equation 17 produces this 

hopefully realizable pole situation is the reason for its selection. 

Unfortunately, all other desirable characteristics for an approximation 

end at this point. First, there is nothing in the method which keeps 

zeros out of the right half plane. This is, of course, a necessary 

although not sufficient requirement for a driving point approximation to 

be realizable. There seems to be no way with this method to force 

zeros out of the right half plane when it is desired to synthesize a 

driving point impedance. 

Probably the most objectionable characteristic of the Fourier 

method is the lack of versatility in pole locations. Since poles of order 

n may fall only at s = ±jl, the accuracy to which an arbitrary and ideal 

response may be approximated is obviously lower than the accuracy 

obtainable when the poles may lie anywhere outside of the right half 

plane. This statement is made with the understanding that equal order 

approximating polynomials were used in both cases. 

3. Method of Semi-infinite Slopes 

If it is desired, for example, to approximate the magnitude of an 

ideal response, equation 9 may be written in a different form by com

bining conjugate poles and zeros, letting s = jw, and taking the absolute 

value of each pole and zero conjugate factor. This is shown in 
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equations 26, 27 and 28. 

Z(s) ( 26) 

(27) 

j[2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2]o- + w -w ) + ( 2 o- w ) ( o- + w - w ) + ( 2 o- w)
2 ~ 1 1 1 3 3 3IZ(w) I - · · · · ( 28)-r 2 2 · 2 2 21 r 2 2 2 2 2] 

~o- 2 +w -w) + (2o- w) JL(o- + w -w ) + (2o- w)
2 2 4 4 4 

Taking now the log of equation 28: 

2 -w 2) +(2o-2 w) j]:_ [ -w2) +(2o- w} j~logiZ(w)l =log o- 2 tw 2tlog (o-2 tw2 2 2 
1 1 1 3 3 3 ~ 

1 1 
2 22 [ 2-log o-2 +w 2 -w2 ) +(2o- w}~ -log (o- +w 2 -w 2) +(2o- w)J2 

[ 2 2 2 4 4 4 

(29) 

The significant thing to be noted in equation 29 is that the quanti

ties in the right member whose logarithms are taken are the magni

tudes of the zero and pole factors. It would thus seem possible to 

make an ordered set of graphical plots of such pole-zero amplitude 

factors for pole and zero locations in the left half plane ( 1, 2). If a 

section of the ideal response could be approximated by one of these 

plots it might be possible to produce a complete approximating 
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polynomial by combining the individual pole and zero factors used in 

the sectional approximations. Such plots are given in graph 1 for 

several values of the variable p. This variable is defined in the gen

eral equation for a conjugate zero or pole factor given below. 

(30) 

Log IG(jw') I corresponds to the logarithmic quantities of equation 

29. The frequency normalizing factor w of equation 30 is necessary
n 

to produce frequency scaling to unity frequencyfor poles and zeros 

which may have any finite value of w except zero. The effect of 

changes in p tm the pole or zero location may easily be shown by fac

taring equation 30. 

(31) 

If p is less than unity, the conjugate pole or zero location will be: 

o- + jw = - P ± j I ~ I ( 32) 

Equation 32 is the equation of a circle with the origin as its center and 

of radius p. Thus the various plots correspond to conjugate poles or 

zeros which fall on this circle in the left half plane. This is necessary 

because when the plots are considered in this way they have certain 

desirable characteristics at frequencies much higher and much lower 
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than unity 

This may be shown as follows: If jG(j(.J)ils converted to a 

logarithmic function a::; m equ3.tion 33, 

Gain, db = 20 log IG 1-''.0 I I (3 3),.) 11 

(34)Gain, db -= 20 log 1 {:J + j 2, p r::~ 
2. 

Gain, db = 1 0 log ll- [~~2 + 4p ~2 (3 5) 

is assumed to be much greater than unity. equation 
w 

n 

35 reduces to: 

Gain, db z (3 6)20 log [:j 2 

= l 0, ·the gain increases by 40db. This asymptotic be-
w 

n 

havior is shown by the straight line of g1·aph 1 which increases at the 

wl 
rate of 40 db/decade. When-- becomes much smaller than unity 

w 
n 

equation 35 reduces to; 

Gain, db~ 1 0 log 1 = 0 db (3 7) 

This asymptotic behavior is very important in the sectional 

approximation of an ideal response because it allows the effect of a 

plot of graph 1 at higher and lower frequencies to be taken as either 

zero or a constantly increasing or decreasing value. 

Since it is possible in a realizable situation to have single order 

poles or zeros along the negative real axis, the effect of such a quan

tity is also given on graph 1 along with its asymptotic straight line 
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which increases at the rate of 20 db/decade. It should be noted that 

this curve has half the gain of the p =1 plot. This occurs because the 

p =1 plot is the limiting case of a pole or zero conjugate pair. That is, 

p =1 is a double order zero on the negative real axis p units from the 

origin. 

The asymptotic behavior of the plots of graph 1 at high and low 

frequencies gives rise to the term "straight line approximation". In 

effect, an ideal response is approximated by straight line sections. 

The boundary of each section is considered to be a "break point11 
• The 

difference between the straight line asymptote and its actual value as 

given on graph 1 is called an error. This term is slightly misleading 

because it is not the error between the approximating polynomial and 

the ideal response. It is the error between the approximating polyno

mial and its straight line asymptote. Thus the straight lines are, in 

general, approximations to approximations. 

In practice, the method just described is applied to an actual 

problem as follows: The ideal response is graphically plotted on 

transparent semi-log paper which has the same scale as the paper c:sed 

for the plots of graph 1. Tentative sections of the ideal response are 

selected to be approximated by an appropriate graph 1 plot. Trial and 

error often produces a suitable approximating function. 

Since the pole or zero factor of equation 30 does not include a 

amplitude scaling factor, it is necessary to make this adjustment after 
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the appropriate poles and zeros have been selected. 

This method has several distinct advantages over the other 

methods described. First, a very large variety of pole and zero loca

tions are possible. Second, it is assured that poles and zeros fall in 

the left half plane. Third, if both driving point and transfer impedan

ces are to be synthesized, it is possible to first approximate the trans~ 

fer function and then fix the transfer function poles in the driving point 

impedances which are subsequently approximated. 

The method, however, does leave something to be desired. It 

does not guarantee that the resulting approximation or set of approxi~ 

mations will be individually or mutually realizable. That is, nothing 

requires that appropriate real part or residue requirements be met. 

They must be checked after the method is used. If the conditions are 

not met, either a new method or the same method carried out in a dif

ferent way must be tried. 

The iterative method which will be de scribed in part 3 has all of 

the advantages and disadvantages of the method of semi-infinite slopes 

with one critical exception. In the method of semi-infinite slopes, it 

is assumed that sections of the ideal response can be isolated and 

assigned to a single pole or zero location. Difficulty arises because 

the ideal response may call for a pole so close to a zero that appre

ciable cancellation occurs. The iterative solution largely avoids this 

problem. 
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The problem of large pole-zero cancellation may best be demon~ 

strated by giving an example which exhibits this difficulty along with 

its solution. Because it would be good to know what the exact solution 

should be, a simple realizable function with its pole very close to its 

zero will be analyzed and plotted. 

Let a conjugate zero pair be placed at s = -1 ± j 10 and a c onju

gate pole pair at s = - 1 ± j 9. 

2( s +1+j 10) (s +1 - j 10) s t2s+l01 
Z(s) = = ( 38)

(s+l+j 9)(s+l-j 9) s2+2s+ 82 

The impedance which is given in equation 38 is plotted on graph 2. 

Because this is an example with a known solution, the method of 

infinite slopes can be employed in reverse to see what plots of graph 1 

should be used to get the exact solution. The numerator and denomin

ator factors of equation 38 may be manipulated into a form similar to 

equation 30. 

101 [~~a\ 2~~J [~~a +J
Z(s) = ( 39) 

82 [~:J+ zUJ [:Szj +j 
Equations 30 and 39 indicate that for the numerator polynomial: 

--1 
p = (40)

.JI 01 

'Wn = ...JI 01 (41) 
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For the denominator polynomial: 

1 
(42) 

(43) 

The straight line approximation of the ideal response of graph 2 thus 

may be represented by a straight line decay of 40 db/decade with break 

point at w = ~2 and straight line gain of 40 db/decade with break point 

at w = tJi 01. This straight line segment approximation is shown on 

graph 2. The appropriate plots of graph 1 which correspond to the 

numerator and denominator polynomials of equation 39 are shown on 

graph 2 also. The summation of these two factors relative to their 

respective break point levels gives an exact reproduction of the ideal 

response. The approximation is exact in this case because the known 

solution was used to determine the appropriate plots of graph 1. 

Although in practice this process would be rev~rsed, the example 

demonstrates that when a pole is very close to a zero, great cancel 

lation may take place. As a result, that particular section of the ideal 

response cannot be assigned to a single pole or zero conjugate pair 

combination. Anyone with experience with this method of solving the 

approximation problem knows that a very great amount of trial and 

error manipulation of the plots of graph 1 would be necessary to find , -; 
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the two l fbest" ones as given on Graph 2. The problem becomes 

more difficult if, for example, additional poles or zeros are placed 

in the vicinity of w= 10 on Graph 2 . 

4. Potential Analogue Method 

One additional method of solving the approximation problem 

that has not been tried by the author but is, however, worth m ·e ntion

ing for completeness is the potential analogue method. In this meth

od the real and imaginary parts of the complex frequency variables 

may be considered to be analogous to a two dimensional potential 

function. 

The demonstration of the basic analog technique is taken al

most directly from reference 9 (9, p. 234). This material is includ

ed to demonstrate an additional way in which the approximation prob,. 

lem may be solved. 

Assume first that a point source of curre;nt is applied to an 

infinite sheet of resistive material with thickness t and resistivity p. 

The voltage at any point on the resistive sheet may be found as 

follows' 
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current 
probe 

resistance 
sheet of thickness 

t 

FIGURE 2 

CURRENT PROBE ON AN INFINITE RESISTIVE SHEET 

The resistance of a differential circular ring of width d(r) and radius 

r is given in equation 44. 

p d(r)
d(R) = (44) 

2lT rt 

The voltage drop across the differential ring is then: 

d(V) _ Ip d(r) (4 5)- - 2lT rt 

If the current probe is placed on the infinite sheet at some point, r 1 
, 

the voltage at any point rl' may be found by integrating equation 45 

through the appropr·iate interval. 
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rllr" 
-Ip

V = \ d(V) = s-Ip d(r) = In r" + C (46) 
, 2p rt 2 1T t 

r J.; . r 

Assume now that a number of probes have been placed on the sheet 

al6ng with a complex coor dinate system . Current sources are now 

indicated by the notation p, , p , . .. and current sinks by the notation 
l 2 

This is shown in Figure 3. 

jv 

FIGURE 3 

INFINITE RESISTIVE SHEET WITH SEVERAL PROBES 

The potential at some point along the imaginary axis may be 

found by applying the superposition theorem and equation 46 . 
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Vj v =- ....!.e_ (1 n r + 1 n r - ln r - 1 n r ) + C j v (47)
1 2 3 4

2'TTt 

or: 

v. = __!e_(lnjjv-z 1 l+lnjjv-z 1-lnjjv-p 1-lnjjv-p 1)+C. (48)
JV 2 'IT-t 2 1 2 JV 

If now equation 9 is written in the form of equation 49, that is, for 

s =jw: 

(jw- z 1)(jw - z 2) 
Z(jw) = K (49) 

(jw- pl)(jw - p2) 

Equation 49 may be written in a form similar to equation 48: 

The analogous relationship between equations 48 and 50 is clear. In 

effect then, current sources and sinks may represent poles and zeros . 

The voltage along the j-axis of the infinite sheet may be sampled to 

give an indication of impedance for some experimental combination of 

poles and zeros. The poles and zeros are then shifted by trial and 

error until the required approximation tolerances are satisfied. 

Although the resistance sheet is not infinite in practice, this problem 

may be solved by terminating the sheet and making an appropriate 
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transformation on the coordinate system. 

Although this method of approximation was not attempted, sev

eral disadvantages are well known and may be listed here. First, the 

accuracy of approximation obtainable with the analogue method seems 

to be limited. This may or may not be a problem depending on the --: 

application. Second, a specialized piece of equipment is required for 

·its solution. Third, and probably most serious, trial and error by 

humans is required. Basically the procedure is a slowly repeated 

process. In this sense it is very similar to the method of semi-infinite 

slopes. In the potential analogue method each probe is moved a small 

amount in turn to see what the effect of this movement will have on the 

overall approximation. This process is repeated until, it is hoped, the 

"best" approximation with a given number. of probes is obtained. 

An obvious advantage of the process is that direct visual control 

over pole and zero locations may be maintained. 
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PART 3 

THE ITERATIVE SOLUTION 

1. General Considerations 

In part 2 of this thesis, four methods of solving the approxima

tion problem were discussed. Of the four methods discussed, the 

last two were found to display the least objectionable characteristics. 

Although the methods of potential analogue and semi-infinite slopes 

are quite different, one important similarity cannot be overlooked. 

The factor which seems to make these methods most useful in ob

taining a realizable approximation or set of approximations is the 

ability to have direct control over pole and zero locations. That is, 

poles may always be kept in the left half plane. Also, the conjugate 

pairing of poles and zeros not on the negative real axis may be main

tained. These conditions are necessary for a realizable situation 

and must be satisfied before the remaining conditions, as discussed 

in Part 1, can even be considered. 

An ideal approximation method would provide for the approxi

matioh of the ideal response to given tolerances while, at the same 

time, constraining the results to meet the realizability requirements. 

In view of the discussion in Part 1, it would also be best if the low

est possible order approximation is formed as a solution. The 
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inclusion of all, or at least as many as possible, of these con

straints in a process is quite a task. Although the method about to 

be de scribed does not include any additional realizability constraints 

over the potential analogue method or semi-infinite slopes method, 

it does include just as many constraints and at the same time e stab

lishe s an ordered criterionfor obtaining the approximation. The 

methods of semi-infinite slopes and potential analogue use trial and 

error along with human intuition. While these methods can get re

sults, an ordered process would seem to be more usefuL 

An alternate form for the magnitude of a realizable impedance 

was given in equation 28. This equation is repeated here for con

venience. 

2 2 22 2 2 2 22 2 
2 [ ( o- 1 + w 1 - w ) + (2 o- 1w). ] [ ( o- 3 + w 3 - w ) + (2 o- 3w) ] ... (51 ) 

Iz (w) I - 2 2 2 2 . 2 , 2 2 2 2 2 
[ ( o- + w - w ) + (2 o- w) ][ (o- +w - w ) + (2 o- w) ]

2 2 2 4 4 4 

The constants which control pole and zero locations, o- , o- ,
1 2 

o- , o- , w , w , w , w , ... , must be selected such that the ideal 
3 4 1 2 3 4 

response is approximated over a desired frequency range. An 

amplitude scaling factor is neglected in equation 51 because the 

ideal response may always be scaled. When the impedance is 

written in terms of its pole and zero locations, however, the prob

lem is no longer the simple one of undetermined coefficients where 

a system of linear equations is solved. If the coefficients of 
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equation 51 are to be determined, a system of nonlinear equations 

must be solved. This is in general a fairly difficult problem and its 

solution usually requires that initi:tl ;:;.pprcximations to the unknown 

pole and zero locations be known. In terms of this requirement for 

an initial approximate location for poles and zeros, this method of 

solving the approximation problem wo•..;ld seem quite similar to the 

methods of semi-infinite slopes and potential analogue. 

2. Newton 1s Method in n Variables 

One method of solving a system of nonlinear simultaneous 

equations is just an extension of Newton 1s method of finding a real 

root of a polynomial (3, 4, 6). In Newton's method, the root is 

assumed to lie 1n a known region as given in Figure 4. 

f (x) 

FIGURE 4 

NEWTON 1S METHOD OF REAL ROOT DETERMINATION 
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An initial approximation to the root location is x . If f(x) is known,
0 

f' (x ) and f(x ) may be computed. From the right triangle formed 
0 0 

by the tangent f' (x ) of Figure 4, x may be computed as follows: 
0 1 

(52) 

It is hoped that x is closer to the root than x . An additional itera
1 0 

tion with x substituted for x in equation 52 will produce an even 
1 0 

closer approximation. It is apparent that a real root will be deter

mined if: 

1. A single order root actually does exist in the region. 

2. The magnitude off' (x) at the root is greater than the er
rors which may result in the computing process. 

3. The initial approximation was accurate enough to allow 
the process to converge. It will obviously not converge 
if the initial approximation or any sub sequent approxima
tions are near relative maximums or minimums in f (x). 

An alternate way of writing equation 52 is given below. 

(53) 

When ~x = x - x becomes small with f' (x ) finite, f(x ) also be·~ 
0 1 0 0 

comes small and the root is approached as closely as de sired. 

It would seem logical to attempt to extend this method to a 

function of n variables as shown in equation 54. 

f(c 1' c2, · · · 'c n)= (c 10-c 11 )f' (c 1 0)+ (c 20- c21 )f' (c20)+. · · (cnO-c nl)f'(c nO) 

(54) 
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Where f'(c ), f'(c ), ... are now the partial derivatives of then 
10 20 

variable function with respect to each variable and evaluated at the 

previous best known approximation to the variables. To avoid con

fusion between the terms variable and constant, it should be pointed 

out that the variables of equation 54 are approximations to the pole 

and zero coordinates and will be considered to be constants in the 

final solution. 

If equation 51 is to be solved using the method indicated in 

equation 54, an appropriate function in n variables must be formed 

from equation 51. This function must be zero when the algorithm is 

terminated to produce a 11best 11 approximation or a tentative best 

approximation. If equation 54 is to be manipulated in a manner sim

ilar to that de scribed for Newton's method, it will be necessary to 

write the yet to be defined function in n variables at n different fre

quencies. Also then partial derivatives must be written at the same 

n different frequencies. A system of n linear equations is then 

formed with the n delta factors, (c -c )... , as unknowns. Given 
1 0 11 

initial approximations to the n variables, the system may be soh-ed 

for the n delta factors which may in turn be used to compute hope

fully better approximations to the n variables. The entire process 

is repeated until the computed delta factors are small enough to con

sider the variables as constants. Actually, the process should be 

stopped before round off error problems in the practical computing 
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process occur. Usually the process should be stopped even ea:rliP-r 

since the additional accuracy involved may not be worth the addition

al calculating time necessary. 

It is apparent that the function of n variables should be defined 

as the difference between the ideal response .:1nd the approximate 

response. When the defined difference is zero at the n frequencies 

for which the system of linear equations is written, then delt::t fac

tors will also be zero. This statement assumes that the system is 

not indeterminant. 

Thus the approximate response is forced to fit the ideal re~ 

sponse at the frequencies selected. The result is similar to that 

attempted in the method of undetermined coefficients. The fact 

that many calculations are involved with the iterative method makes 

the use of a digital computer manditory in practical applications. 

The result gives the approximation in a factored form which may or 

may not be useful in the realization process. However, this advan

tage is insignificant compared to the fact that in the iterative method 

it is not only possible but it is required that the poles and zeros be 

given initial locations s:1ch that the approximation has a good chance 

of being realizable. The initial locations are then adjusted by an 

ordered process which can and usually must be solved by a digital 

computer. 

If something has not been overlooked, the process should 
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converge to a result which, it is hoped, has a good chance of being -::e

alizable. If a compatible group of ideal driving point and transfer 

impedances are to be approximated, it is possible to fix the appro

priate poles and allow the others to converge to acceptable locations. 

3. Example Problem 

Now that this method has been proposed, the most imm;:-diate 

question is whether it really works or noL It of course does work 

and an example will now be given. Take the case shown on Graph 2 

and given in equation 38. From previous experience, it would be 

suspected that a pole occurs at the maximum of Graph 2 or around 

w = 8. 5. It would also be suspected that a zero occurs around the 

minimum at w = l 0. 5. From these observations, half of the re

quired initial approximations have been found. The ;;- locations of 

the poles and zeros must now be determined. Some assumptions 

must be made which will be justified by their success. 

Assume that the impedance magnitude at its maximum is 

dominated by the pole nearest that maximum. This assumption 1s 

only remotely true in this example as can be seen by observing the 

solution on Graph 2 of the same example using the method of semi

infinite slopes. Now write the form for for this particular example 

of one conjugate zero pair and one conjugate pole pair from the 

general form of equation 51. 
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2 "" 2 _ w2 )2 2 2](WI + v 1 + 4 o- 1 w 
(55)

2 2 22 2 2 
(w + o- - w ) + 4 a- w ]

2 2 2 

0

Atw =8.5 1 jZ(w)j 2 
=2.90 fromGraph2andequatwn38.

2 

In view of the previously discussed assumption, in the region 

of the pole the denominator of equation 55 becomes small. The de

2 2
nominator factor (w: + a-: - w ) approaches zero while the factor 

2 2
4o- w prevents the function from becoming infinite. Thus it might

2 
2 2 2 2 

be possible to neglect the factor (w + o- - w ) as compared to the 
2 2 

2 2
factor 4o- w . Since the region of consideration is near the pole,

2 
2 2 2 2 

the numerator factor (w + o- i - w ) should be large compared to 
1 

2 2
the factor 4o- w . If it is also assumed that the zero is near the 

1 

2 d 0> o- an equatwn 55 reduces to: 
1 

(w 2 _ w 2)2
2

jz (w) j ::: 
1 

for w ::: 8. 5 (56)
2 2 

4o- 2 w 

WI ::: 10. 5 

Jz(w~2 = 2.90 

Thus: 2 2 2 
(10.5 -8.5) 

2. 90 = 2 2 (57)
4o- 2 (8. 5) 

Or: 

= ± 1. 31 (58) 

Similar assumptions are made in the region of the zero and the 

equivalent of equation 56 becomes: 
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2 2 
4o- 1 w 

Iz (w) I2 = for w =10.5 (59)
2 - })2(w2 

'W =,;8. 5 
2 

jZ(w)j 2 
= 0.425 

Thus: 
2 2 

4o-l (10. 5) 
o. 425 = (60)

2 2 2 
(8. 5 ~ 10. 5 ) 

Or: 

(61) 

In this simple example o- and o- were computed by long hand for 
. 1 2 

pupase s of illustration. In a problem with more poles and zeros it 

would be best to devise a small computer subprogram for computing 

these initial approximations. 

The function which is the difference between the ideal response 

and the approximation is given in equation 62. 

2 2 2 2 2 
w) +4o- w]o-1 1 

(62)
2 2 2 2 2 

o- 2 - w ) + 4o- 2 w ] 

The required partial derivativ~s are: 

2 2 2 
4w (w + o- -w )

1 1 1 
(63)

2 2 2 2 2 2 
[ (w2 + o- 2 - w ) + 4o- 2 w ] 
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2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 
4w (w + :r - w )[(w + o- - w ) + 4o- w ]

2 2 2 1 1 1 
= (64)

2 2 2[(w: + o-: ) + 40 :}]-w 

2 2 2 
4o- 1 (wl + o- 1 + w )af 

= (65)
2 2 2 2 a a- 1 

[ (w2 + o- 2 - w ) 

2 2 2 2 2 2 22 
4o- (w + T + w }[ (w + o- - .:.u } + 4o- w ]

af 2 2 2 1 1 1= - (66)
of 2 2 22 2 2 2 

[ (w + o- - w } + 4rr w ]2 2 2 2 

Equations 62 through 66 are numerically evaluated at four frequen

cie s, say w = 8, 9. 10, and 11, using the initial approximations for 

w , w , o- , and o- to form system 67. 
1 2 1 2 

w=9 w=9 w=9 w=9 w=9 (67) 

f = (wl-cl)~ +(::.u2-c2}~ +(rrl-c3)~ +(o-2-c4)~! 
awl aw2 ao- 1 a fT 21 

w= 10 w =10 w= l 0 w= 10 w= 10 

w=ll w=ll w=ll w=ll w=ll 
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solutions to system 67. From these factors hopefully better approx

imations are computed. The better approximations are used to re

compute the quantities expressed in equations 62 through 66 and sys

tern 67 is solved again. The process is repeated until the delta fac

tors are less than some small constant or until it is apparent that 

the process is not converging. 

A program for solving this problem on the ALWAC III E digital 

computer was written and is given in the Appendix. The first seven 

channels are used to accept inputs and to compute the quantities of 

equations 62 through 66. The last eight channels solve system 67 

by means of Crout's method and provide for the outputs (8, p. 1 7). 

Twelve inputs are required. The first four are the squares of 

the frequencies for which each equation of system 67 is written. 

The second four are the squares of the ideal response at these fre

quencies. The last four are the initial approximations to w , w ,
1 2 

and fJ , and fJ . The program was set to print out the solution when
1 2 

-8
all delta factors became less than 2 . · It was found that for the 

example given and the resulting initial approximations, the process 

converged on the correct solution in only four iterations. Intermed

iate results showing delta values for each iteration were also 

printed out. This information is given in Table 1. 
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TABLE I 

THE RESULTS OF THE GlVEN EXAMPLE WITH COMPUTED 
INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 

iteration 
.6.wl .6.w ,6.y .6.o-22 1 number 

-0. 61439 +0. 26669 

+ 0. 10240 + 0. 20222 

+0.01600 +0. 03258 

-0. 00000 + 0. 00084 

+0.21321 

-0.30191 

- 0. 00955 

- 0. 00099 

-0. 04285 

-0. 05420 

-0. 00001 

-0. 00098 

l 

2 

3 

4 

wl wz J 
i 

'T 
~ 2 

computed 10. 00401 9. 00233 -1. 00076 -1.00197 

true 10. 9. -1. -L 

initial 10. 5 8. 5 -1. 18 -1. 31 

On the ALWAC III E the example given requires about 10 sec

onds per iteration. This includes the print out of each delta factor 

along with the iteration number as given in Table 1. 

4. The Questions of Convergence and Approximating Ability 

Now that the technique has been found to work, two important 

questions require consideration. First, how close do the initial 

approximations have to be to insure convergence? Second, how good 

is the resulting approximation to the ideal response? Both of these 
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questions will be considered for the general case in Part 4 of this 

the sis. For the specific example demonstrated, the second question 

is very easy to answer. Because the ideal response of the example 

was obtained from a realizable function, the process yields, neglect

ing truncation error, a perfect fit. In general this will not be true. 

The first question is difficult to answer even for the specific 

example given. It would be expected that there is some relation be

tween the individual variables which influences convergence. Be

cause of this unknown interrelationship, no attempt was made to dec 

termine the greatest possible deviation for convergence. That is, 

the greatest possible deviation is crather difficult to define because an 

increase in the deviation of one variable may be compensated for by 

a decrease in the deviation of another variable to maintain conver

gence. 

As a matter of interest with respect to the assumptions made 

m obtaining the initial approximations, the process was found to 

converge even for appreciably greater deviation in all of the varia

ble s from those values estimated and computed. It converged in six 

iterations for the following initial approximations: 

::: 1 1 

w :;;; 8 
2 

(68)
o-1:::-1.5 

a- 2 :: -1 . 5 
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As an auxiliary consideration to the first question posed, it 

was felt desirable to determine if an excessive number of iterations 

were required when the initial approximations were very close to the 

limits of convergence. Three of the initial approximations were held 

constant while the deviation in the fourth was increased until diver

gence was reached. The following initial approximations were fixed: 

w = 11. 0
1 

(69; 

() =-1.3 
2 

It was found that the example converged for w = 7, 719 in 
2 

seven iterations and diverged for w = 7. 718. The divergence was
2 

apparent after six iterations. When divergence occurred1 the delta 

changes became so large that the fixed point program drove some 

registers into overflow and stopped the machine. The important 

thing to be noted here is that for this example an excessivE number 

of iterations was not required near the limits of convergence. 

As a matter of additional interest it should also be pointed 01~t 

that when~ was given an initial approximation slightly closer to its 

correct value, more iterations were required for convergence. For 

w = 7. 720 nine iterations were required. However for w = 7. 740
2 2 

only six were required, It would normally be expected that fewer 

iterations are required for convergence when the initial
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approximations are more accurate, This seems usually to be true 

but not necessarily always true. 

The runs just discussed are given in tabular form in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. ITERATION 
CHARACTERISTICS NEAR THE LIMITS OF CONVERGENCE 

iteration 
~w ~cr~w2 ~'J 1l 2 number 

-l. 58 070 + l 0 40242 -0.57109 - 0. 00769 l 

+0. 088 51 - 0. 65619 +0.42540 +0.15855 2 

+0. 67376 +0. 73071 -tO. 52113 +0. 15956 3 

-0.14740 -0.22275 .. Q. 12472 -0. 06920 4 

-0. 03172 +0. 00964 +0. 05093 +0.06004 5 

+0. 00151 -0. 00148 -0. 00233 -0.00314 6 

wl w2 f.f 
1 ()2 

computed 10.00397 9. 00236 -1. 00068 -1. 00187 

true 1 0. 9. -I. -1. 

initial 11. 7. 74 - 1. 3 -1. 3 
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TABLE 2 

iteration 
~wl ~w2 ~o-1 ~(T 2 nun1ber 

-1.59360 +1.45909 -0. 57429 - 0. 02856 I 

+ 0. 02264 - 0. 79301 + 0. 27164 +0. 05 725 ? 
'"" 

+0. 91249 +l. 24088 + 0. 99090 +0.46101 3 

- 0. 09222 - 0. 6984 7 -0. 91215 - 0. 84120 4 

-0. 57335 +0.36522 -l--1. 06550 + l. 36078 5 

+0. 13772 -0. 29367 -0.58272 ~o. 76057 6 

+0.19997 +0. 01053 +0.03804 + 0. 06902 7 

- 0. 00922 -0. 00731 + 0. 00281 +0. 01881 8 

- 0. 00049 - 0. 00093 - o. 00046 - 0. 00079 9 

w w2 o-1 o-21 

computed l o. 00395 9. 00232 -1. 00{)73 -1. 0018 9 

true I 0. 9. -1. -l. 

initial 11. 7. 72 - 1. 3 -1. 3 

iteration 
~wl ~w2 ~(Jl ~o-2 number 

-1. 16621 +0. 10876 - 0. 71408 - 0. 20256 1 

- o. 07654 +0.19328 + 0. 56288 -0.21586 2 

+ o. 09053 +0.28549 + o. 13858 - 0. 25410 3 

+ o. 08836 +0.41279 +0.14703 -0. 12303 4 

+ 0. 065 23 +0. 27244 + 0. 14668 + 0. 07034 5 

+0. 00270 -t-0. 01128 +0.01892 +o. 02412 6 

- o. 00007 - 0. 00069 - 0. 00070 - 0. 00078 7 

wl w2 o-1 o-2 

computed 10. 00400 9. 00236 -1. 00068 -l. 0018 7 

true 1 0. 9. -I. -1. 

initial 11. 7. 719 - l. 3 -l. 3 
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TABLE 2 

iteration
·.6.o.6.wl .6.w2 .6. () 2 

! 1 number 

-1.59497 +L 46497 -0.57458 - 0. 03070 l 

+0. 01633 -0.8072,0 +0. 25294 + 0. 04422 2 

+0. 94157 +-L 31332 + 1. 06082 +o. so66s 3 

-0.03917 - 0. 76421 - 1 14249 -1.07818 4 

-1.02797 +0.56926 ·1.1.73868 +2.2.5302 5 

+3. 25165 + L 9461 7- 17. 84297 --3. 28461 6 

wl w2 o-1 ()2 

computed Process diverges 

true 10. 9. -L -1. 

initial 11. 7. 718 -1. 3 - l. 3 

iteration 
.6.wl .6.w2 .6. ()1 .6.·a- 2 number 

-1. 59683 +1.47355 - 0. 57 510 - 0. 03403 l 

+ o. 00563 - 0. 82884 +0. 22555 + 0. 02524 2 

+0. 98 941 tl. 43016 +1. 17027 + o. 57727 3 

+0.09259 -0.84784 -1.65608 -1.57417 4 

- 3. 04684 +0.93908 +4.04275 + 5. 46019 5 

-3.85147 +12. 43747 t24. 43947 +15. 92279 6 

wl w2 (Jl ()2 

computed Process diverges 

true 10. 9. -1. -1. 

initial 11. 7. 715 - 1. 3 - 1. 3 
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PART 4 

UNSOLVED QUESTIONS IN THE GENERAL CASE 

As was previously mentioned, there are two principal uncm

swered questions associated with the method of Part 3. 

F:r st, in the general case, 1-_ow close mc:st the original approxima

tions be to insure convergence? Actually, it is believed that in 

practice not much time should be spent worrying about this problem. 

The best check on convergence seems to be the actual running of the 

problem. If convergence is not obtained with the computed initial 

a.pproximations, it is a simple matter to make trial and error guesses 

for other initial approximations. This should be a fairly fast process 

since an indication of divergence seems to appear rather quickly. 

The second question concerns the approximation achieved by the 

process in the general case. The approximation is forced to fit at a 

number of points eq1:al to the number of unknowns involved. Although 

no direct control is involved at intermediate points, it would be 

reasonable to expect £o..irly good behavior in this interval. If the 

process converges, the poles and zeros should converge to locations 

not excessively distant from their initial approximations. Since these 

initial approximations are based on the rough general behavior of the 

ideal response, it should be expected that no radical intermediate 
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ceha.vior would result. For example, it is unlikely that a pole or zero 

woL.:ld cor:verge to a j-axis location. A j-axis location for poles and 

Zfo!:'OS in the method of undetermined coefficients, on the other hand, 

seems to be the rule rather than the exception. 

The fact remains, however, that approximation behavior at 

intermed12.te points may not only be important but critical. Thus some 

method of minimizing this error with respect to the ideal response is 

called for. 

One way of doing this is to manipulate the required frequencies 

of coincidence m the iterative method such that intermediate point 

error is reduced to an acceptable level. There should be some ordered 

way of doing this so that a digital computer can handle the problem 

with little or no human interruption. Such a method is not apparent at 

this time. 

http:intermed12.te
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CONCLUSIONS 

.:::n the first part of this thesis the approximation problem of net

work synthesis was identified. In the second part several methods of 

solving the problem were discussed. It was found that the approxi

mating function to be devised must not only approximate an ideal re

sponse to given tolerances but must also be realizable as a physical 

network. In addition it would in general be best if the approximating 

function were of low order for simplicity in the realized network. 

It was found that the methods discussed in Part 2 possessed some 

of these desirable characteristics. It was also found that the methods 

of semi-infinite slopes and potential analogue seemed to be the most 

practical. Both of these methods seem to be orientated toward reali

zability requirements rather than approximation requirements. That 

is, both methods utilize direct control over pole and zero locations and 

rely on trial and error along with a little intuition to obtain adequate 

approximations. 

The iterative method devised is also orientated in the same way 

toward tht' realizability requirements. However, in the iterative 

method, an ordered criterion for the approximation is established 

rather than trial and error. The repeated calculations involved with 

the iterative method make manual solutions impractical if not impos

sible. For this reason a digital computer must be utilized. 
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The iterative method contains no new realizability conditions as 

compared to the methods of semi-infinite slopes and potential analogue. 

Howeve r, it is believed to have certain practical advantages over 

these two methods. That is, the iterative method is potentially faster 

and more accurate. 

The iterative method is certainly not a cure-all. Its us e does 

pose the additional que stions of convergence and approximation ability 

with respect to an ideal response. 

It is believed that the value of the iterative method as compared 

to the well known methods will not be really known until its use is 

attempted in a large var iety of practical situations. 
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ALWAC III E Program for the Iterative Method of Solving the Approximation Problem of Network Synthes1s 

0320 80 

111c0000 a310492c 

87le550b 4129e729 

Sb070000 a310492d 

9d604920 412ae72a 

790c2600 a310492c: 

490c1708 412be72b 

7903490c a310492f 

4128e728 792c612e 

0320 81 

4136e736 412fe722 

a310493a a312493e 

4137e737 412fe723 

a310493b a312493f 

412fe720 7938613c 

a312493c 49647939 

412fe721 613d4965 

a312493d 793a613e 

0320 82 

49434140 49474128 

e740a310 e740a312 

49444141 496c4128 

e741a310 e741a312 

49454142 496d4128 

e742a310 e742a312 

49464143 496e4128 

e743a310 e743a312 

0320 83 

a30a494c a30c2c00 

4129e771 4974414d 

a30a494d e735a30c 

4129e772 2e004975 

a30a494e 414ee736 

4129e773 a30c2e00 

a30a494f 4976414f 

414cE:734 e737a30c 

4930792d 

612f4931 

79316720 

49347931 

67214935 

79316722 

49367931 

6723110f 

4966793b 

613f4967 

4164e764 

a3044968 

4165e765 

a3044969 

4166e766 

a304496a 

496f412e 

e720a312 

4948412e 

e721a312 

4949412e 

e722a312 

494a412e 

e723a312 

2e004977 

79306120 

49507930 

61214951 

79306122 

49527930 

61234953 

412ae750 

9d604920 

00100000 

OOOcOOOO 

49374134 

e734a310 

49384135 

e735a310 

49398181 

4167e767 

a304496b 

79306720 

49407930 

67214941 

79306722 

49427930 

67238182 

494b7944 

61484970 

79456149 

49717946 

614a4972 

7947614b 

4973 4129 

e7708183 

a3124978 

412aE:751 

a3124979 

412ae752 

a312497a 

412ae753 

a312497b 

412b8184 
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0320 84 

e770a30a 61204958 4155e759 4170a310 

4954412b 79316121 a30c2e00 5b64e900 

e771a30a 49597931 497d4156 30006724 

4955412b 6122495a e75aa30c 49602800 

e772a30a 79316123 2e00497e 4171a310 

4956412b 495b4154 4157e75b 5b65e900 

e773a30a e758a30c a30c2e00 30006725 

49577931 2e00497c 497f2800 49618185 

0320 85 

28004172 8b908d91 a3105b66 28004175 

a3105b66 2800416c c900c522 a3105b69 

e9003000 a3105b64 28004f6f e900c525 

67264962 e900c520 a3105b67 28004176 

28004173 2800416d e900c523 a3105b6a 

a3105b67 a3105b65 28004174 e900c526 

e9003000 e900c521 a3105b68 28004177 

67274963 2800416e e900c524 a3108186 

0320 86 

5b6be900 417aa310 c52c2800 5b6be900 

c5272800 5b66e900 417da310 c52f0000 

4178a310 c52 a2800 5b69e900 79604930 

5b64e900 417ba310 c52d2800 79614931 

c5282800 5b67e900 417e a310 79624932 

4179a310 c52b2800 5b6ae900 79634933 

5b65e900 417ca310 c52e2800 8f928b93 

c5292800 5b68e900 417fa310 00008187 

0320 87 

28004120 e900c528 a3105b21 2800412d 

a3105b20 2800412c e900c521 a3100000 

e900c520 a3100000 28004125 e900c52d 

28004124 e900c52c a3100000 28004131 

a3100000 28004130 e900c525 a3100000 

e900c524 a3100000 28004129 e900c531 

28004128 e900c530 a3100000 00000000 

a3100000 28004121 e900c529 00008188 
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0320 88 
28004122 e900c52a a3105b23 2800412f 
a3105b22 2800412e e900c523 a3100000 
e900c522 a3100000 28004127 e900c52f 
28004126 e900c52e a3100000 28004133 
a3100000 28004132 e900c527 a3100000 
e900c526 a3100000 2800412b e900c533 
2800412a e900c532 a3100000 00000000 
a3100000 28004123 e900c52b 00008189 

0320 89 
79206721 67224922 49237924 5b25e900 
49217924 79246726 67274927 c5252800 
67254925 49267928 7928672b 4129a310 
79286729 672a492a 492b792c 0000e900 
4929792c 792c672e 672f492f c5292800 
672d492d 492e7930 79306733 412da310 
79306731 67324932 49332800 0000e900 
49317920 79206723 4125a310 c52d818a 

0320 Sa 
28004131 e900c52a a3105b27 28004133 
a3100000 2800412e e900c527 a3100000 
e900c531 a3100000 2800412b e900c533 
28004126 e900c52e a3100000 79256726 
a3105b26 28004132 e900c52b 49267929 
e900c526 a3100000 2800412£ 672a492a 
2800412a e900c532 a3100000 792d672e 
a3100000 28004127 e900c52f 492e818b 

0320 8b 
79316732 2800412a e900c532 a3100000 
49327925 a3105b2a 2800412b e900c533 
67274927 e900c52a a3105b2b 792a672b 
7929672b 2800412e e900c52b 492b792e 
492b792d a3100000 2800412£ 672f492f 
672f492f e900c52e a3100000 79326733 
79316733 28004132 e900c52f 49330000 
49330000 a3100000 28004133 0000818c 
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0320 8c 

28004133 4129e73e e73da310 4937111f 
a.3105b2f a3106539 6534493c 00000000 

e900c53f 493d412c 85907948 00000000 
412ee73f e73fa310 673c493a 00000000 

a3106532 65304938 7949673d 00000000 

493e412d 4128e73e 4935794a 00000000 

e73fa310 a3106538 673e4936 00000000 

65314939 49344124 794b673f 8b94818d 

0320 8d 

791b2600 9d605b17 793a9d60 791b2800 

491b1b0d 791ba710 5b177935 491b898d 
871f5b17 9d60dfcd 9d6051:117 81801180 

793c9d60 7913513c 79369d60 898d111f 
5b17793d 1f0f513d 5b177937 00000100 

9d605b17 1f0f513e 9d605b17 04100500 

793e9d60 1f0f513f 771ba710 00000003 
5b17793f 1f0f5b17 9d60dfcd 0000818e 

0320 8e 

793a4948 00000000 00000000 838d2800 

79354949 00000000 00000000 493b8b8d 
7936494a 00000000 00000000 81801180 
7937494b 00000000 00000000 00000000 
8d908390 00000000 00000000 00000000 
111f0000 00000000 00000000 00000000 
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 
00000000 00000000 00000000 00008180 


